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STATE OF ILLINOIS

BEFORE THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

:
Commonwealth Edison Company : ICC Docket No. 10-0467

:
Proposed general increase in electric rates :  

:

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF HARRY L. TERHUNE

I.1

INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS2

Q. Are you the same Harry L. Terhune who provided direct testimony on behalf of the3

Coalition to Request Equitable Allocation of Costs Together (“REACT”) in this 4

proceeding?5

A. Yes.  My direct testimony in this proceeding is REACT Ex. 3.0C.6

7

Q. What was the general purpose of your direct testimony?8

A. The general purpose of my direct testimony was to explain to the Illinois Commerce 9

Commission (“Commission”) that ComEd’s proposed allocation of costs to the Extra 10

Large Load customers is improper, and violates well-established cost-causation 11

principles.  Specifically, my direct testimony: (1) explained that cost allocations to a class 12

of customers should be based on assets and related expenses reasonably associated with 13

service to that class; (2) evaluated ComEd’s proposed allocation of retail delivery service 14

costs to the Extra Large Load customer class; (3) established that under ComEd’s current 15

and proposed tariff structure, certain costs of the distribution system have been 16

improperly over-allocated to the Extra Large Load customer class in violation of basic 17
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cost causation principles; and (4) recommended ways to correct this unjustified cost 18

burden on the Extra Large Load customer class.  19

20

Q. What are the general purposes of your rebuttal testimony?21

A. My rebuttal testimony explains that ComEd has continued to improperly over-allocate the 22

costs of its assets to the Extra Large Load customer class.  Specifically, my rebuttal 23

testimony addresses elements of the rebuttal testimony of ComEd witness Lawrence S. 24

Alongi (ComEd Exhibit 49.0) and Robert Garcia (ComEd Exhibit 50.0); and of the direct 25

testimony of IIEC witness Robert R. Stephens (IIEC Exhibit 2.0).  Part of my rebuttal 26

testimony also is intended to help the Commission visualize the relationship between 27

components of the retail delivery system and the customer classes that are the 28

predominant users of those components, so as to demonstrate the need for improved 29

allocation of revenue requirements arising from such components.  I also comment on the 30

proposed Primary Voltage Delivery customer class proposals made by Mr. Alongi and, 31

separately, Mr. Stephens. 32

33

Q. How is your rebuttal testimony organized?34

A. My rebuttal testimony has four (4) general components:35

36

First, I will respond to Mr. Alongi’s assertion that particular asset types should be 37

included in the revenue requirement for the Extra Large Load class.  In this section, I will 38

match the assets that I described in my direct testimony with the assets in a couple of 39

ComEd exhibits, and explain why certain assets should be removed from the assets 40
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generally allocated to the Extra Large Load customer class.  I also will address Mr. 41

Alongi’s statement that ComEd does not recover for the costs of certain assets under 42

Rider NS.  43

44

Second, I will explain why -- in light of my discussion regarding assets used to serve the 45

Extra Large Load class -- conducting a study of the actual assets used to serve the Extra 46

Large Load class, using a statistically valid sampling methodology, is a necessary step to 47

enable the Commission to create cost-based rates.  48

49

Third, I will address a few areas in which Mr. Alongi either misunderstands or 50

misconstrues my direct testimony.  51

52

Finally, I will discuss the proposed Primary Voltage Delivery Rates proposed by Mr. 53

Alongi (in Exemplar) and Mr. Stephens, and explain why these analyses are imperfect 54

proxies for the underlying issue, i.e. providing service at rates based on cost causation 55

principles.56

57

Q. Please summarize your general conclusions and recommendations.58

A. I have four general conclusions and recommendations:59

1. An Analysis of Assets Used to Serve the Extra Large Load Customer Class Is 60

Necessary and Appropriate.  The Commission should compel ComEd to undertake 61

a study of the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load class, and design rates based 62

on the class’s fair share of the assets that it actually uses.  ComEd’s 63

primary/secondary study is evidence that ComEd has the necessary data and 64

competence to perform such a study, if it were so directed by the Commission.65

2. REACT Is Not Requesting Individual Customer Cost-of-Serve Studies.  Contrary 66

to Mr. Alongi’s assertions, I am not recommending, nor have I ever recommended, 67
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that ComEd undertake individualized cost-of-service studies for particular customers.  68

In fact, I have consistently recommended that ComEd study the assets used to serve 69

the Extra Large Load class, and set class-based rates appropriately from that study.70

3. ComEd’s Proposed Allocation Methodology Over-Allocates Substantial Costs to 71

the Extra Large Load Customer Class.  The Commission should recognize that 72

certain types of assets are rarely (if ever) used, to any significant degree, to serve the 73

Extra Large Load class, and that the use of a non-coincident peak (“NCP-SEC”) 74

allocator for secondary distribution system assets greatly over-allocates secondary 75

costs to the Extra Large Load customer class.76

4. ComEd’s Exemplar Primary Rate Class Should Be Rejected.  Although some 77

form of primary rate class may allocate costs better than ComEd’s proposed rates, the 78

real issue is cost causation, and the Commission should keep sight of this issue by 79

requiring ComEd to undertake the recommended study.80

81

II.82

COMED INCORRECTLY SUGGESTS THAT CERTAIN ASSETS 83

THAT ARE LITTLE UTILIZED BY THE EXTRA LARGE LOAD CLASS 84

ARE STANDARD PARTS OF SERVICE TO THE EXTRA LARGE LOAD CLASS85

Q. Did ComEd agree with the conclusion in your direct testimony that certain assets 86

are rarely used to serve the Extra Large Load class?87

A. No.  ComEd appears to disagree with my general conclusion that there are entire 88

categories of assets that there are little utilized to serve the Extra Large Load customer 89

class, although Mr. Alongi does not rebut many of the details in my testimony.  (See, 90

e..g., ComEd Ex. 49.0 at 25:558-26:571.)  Further, in its responses to various Data 91

Requests that we submitted to ComEd, ComEd confirmed many of the points that I made.  92

93

Q. What ComEd data request responses support the points made in your direct 94

testimony?95

A. ComEd’s data request responses confirmed that:96
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1. ComEd has the capacity to undertake the study I recommend identifying assets 97

used to serve the Extra Large Load customer class with sufficient precision to 98

provide adequate cost causation date.  (See, e.g., REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd 99

Responses to REACT 6.28 and 7.06-7.07; ComEd Response to CTA 3.04.).  100

2. ComEd has provided insufficient information regarding the assets that are used to 101

serve the Extra Large Load customer class, either as part of Standard Service or 102

non-standard service.  (See, e.g., REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Responses to REACT 103

6.06-6.07, 6.09-6.10, 6.29-6.36, 6.38, and 6.40.)104

3. ComEd’s responses have provided inadequate justification for allocating the 105

assets that I identified in my direct testimony and below as of insufficient capacity 106

to provide Standard Service.  (See, e.g., REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Responses to 107

REACT 6.12-6.14, 6.16, 6.20, 6.22-6.25, 6.38, and 6.40.)108

4. As a direct result of its current flawed ECOSS and related unjustified allocators, 109

ComEd allocates costs to the Extra Large Load customer class for a wide variety 110

of assets that ComEd cannot establish provide service to the class.  (See, e.g., 111

REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Responses to REACT 6.20, 6.23-6.25.)112

In other words, ComEd has acknowledged the major factual underpinnings of my direct 113

testimony, with the exception of acknowledging that certain assets are unsuitable for 114

provision of Standard Service, absent additional justification.  (See, e.g. REACT Ex. 6.3, 115

ComEd Response to REACT 6.06-6.07.)116

117

Q. Have you changed your conclusion that certain assets are generally unsuitable to 118

provide Standard Service to the Extra Large Load customer class?119

A. No.  As I will describe in greater detail below, I have evolved my opinions slightly with 120

regard to ComEd’s methods of recovering for assets used to provide non-standard 121

service.  However, as I describe in greater detail below, my conclusion that certain assets 122

presently allocated to the Extra Large Load customer class are not used to serve that class 123

is unchanged.  Based on its Responses to certain Data Requests, it appears that ComEd’s 124

failure to acknowledge this point is a result of its stated inability to track which assets 125
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provide non-standard service.  (See, e.g., REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Responses to REACT 126

6.10 and 6.33.)127

128

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Alongi’s assertion that ComEd has appropriately 129

allocated assets to the Extra Large Load customer class?130

A. Mr. Alongi seems to be content with continuing to simply repeating ComEd’s mantra that 131

ComEd’s ECOSS is appropriate, ignoring the fact that ComEd’s ECOSS does not 132

accurately reflect the actual assets used to provide service to the Extra Large Load 133

customer class.  Instead of providing a complete analysis of ComEd’s distribution system 134

assets, Mr. Alongi instead has found apparently isolated examples to suggest that 135

ComEd’s overall flawed methodology should be accepted.  (See ComEd Ex. 49.0 at 136

27:595-610 (setting out hypothetical three-mile wire but not providing any additional 137

identifying information); 30:664-668 (identifying 46 4 kV service points for Extra Large 138

Load class customers, but failing to identify whether these points are covered by Rider 139

NS or for ComEd’s convenience).)  140

141

My discussion below continues to be with regard to ComEd’s Standard Service, as 142

discussed in my direct testimony.  (REACT Ex. 3.0C at 10:243-13:322, 14:341-18:438.)  143

I will describe in further detail below why the baseline for allocating assets to a class’s 144

revenue requirement should be assets actually used to provide Standard Service.  As 145

previously described, ComEd may also provide service using different assets for its 146

convenience or pursuant to a customer request for non-standard service, and generally 147

recover those costs under Rider NS or Rider DE.  (Id. at 16:398-17:409.) 148
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149

A further illustration of the assets used to serve each customer class to clarify my direct 150

testimony will help explain my position, and show why ComEd’s criticism is incorrect.151

152

Q. Are there any graphic aids that would help the Commission to visualize the system 153

components and their relationship to the various customer classes?154

A. Yes.  I refer to three (3) diagrams that assist in illustrating the relationship of the 155

categories of assets to the various customer classes: 156

(1) a simplified drawing (REACT Exhibit 6.1) depicting representative physical 157

elements of the ComEd system, with the caption “Commonwealth Edison 158

Company, Chicago, Illinois, October 31, 1967.”  My understanding is that this 159

document has been and may still be used in this or updated form as a handout for 160

generations of customers, school groups, and others learning about the ComEd 161

distribution system; 162

(2) ComEd’s own diagram from its Loss Factor study (ComEd Exhibit 34.1, 163

Appendix B, “Simplified System Resistance Model”), which depicts the various 164

paths from the bulk power system (“Generation and Transmission”), through the 165

elements of the delivery system, to individual retail customers (“C”); and 166

(3) ComEd’s own color-coded primary distribution system diagram (ComEd Exhibit 167

49.5), depicting representative 12 kV main-stem, tap and phase relationships.168

169

Q. Please describe the color coding on the first page of REACT Ex. 6.1.170

A. Boxes and lines that are green indicate an asset that would normally be used to provide 171

standard service to the Extra Large Load customer class.  Boxes and lines that are red 172

with Xs indicate assets that would generally not be used to provide standard service to the 173

Extra Large Load customer class, although these assets -- to a very limited degree -- may 174

in fact provide service to the class.  For reference, a clean copy of ComEd Ex. 34.1 175

Appendix B is appended as page 2 of REACT Ex. 6.1.176
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177

A. A Visual Representation of the Assets 178

Generally Used to Serve Different Classes Confirms 179

that Not All Assets Are Used to Serve the Largest Customers180

Q. Please walk us through the electric system elements, referring to those categories 181

mentioned in your direct testimony (REACT Ex. 3.0C at 9:180-10:240), as well as to 182

the pictorial (REACT Ex. 6.1) and the loss diagram (ComEd Ex. 34.1) 183

A. For each of the categories of assets and facilities identified in my direct testimony, I will 184

identify its location on ComEd Ex. 34.1, and, as appropriate, the pictorial.  In order to 185

provide further clarity, I will include an additional category (Generation Resources) that 186

was not discussed in my direct testimony.187

188

Q. Please explain what constitutes Generation Resources and where those facilities 189

would fall on the pictorial and ComEd Ex. 34.1.190

A. Generation resources are electric energy production facilities (fossil, nuclear, etc.), shown 191

in the top line of the ComEd pictorial, and included in box (20) of the loss diagram.  192

Generation resources are reflected in commodity energy charges and billed separately 193

and should not be part of the charges for distribution delivery service.194

195

Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 1 from your direct testimony (“Bulk 196

Electric System”) and where those facilities would fall on the pictorial and ComEd 197

Ex. 34.1.198

A. Bulk Electric System is the portion of the ComEd owned transmission system covered by 199

FERC jurisdictional tariffs, depicted in part by the transmission terminal and transmission 200

lines portion on the middle row of the ComEd pictorial and included in box (20) of the 201
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loss diagram.  Bulk Electric System charges at FERC rates are passed through to retail 202

customers and my understanding is that they are allocated by the coincident peak 203

contribution of each retail delivery customer class.  Allocation of these costs is not at 204

issue in the present case.205

206

Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 2 from your direct testimony 207

(“Transmission Voltage Delivery System”) and where those facilities would fall on 208

the pictorial and ComEd Ex. 34.1.209

A: The Transmission Voltage Delivery System is the remaining portion of the transmission 210

terminal and transmission lines portion on the middle row of the ComEd pictorial, that is, 211

those transmission voltage line and substation facilities under Commission jurisdiction.  212

These facilities are also included in part in box (20) of the loss diagram as well as the in 213

the lines connecting box (20) to boxes (1), (2), (3), (8) and to customer (20)-“C”, as well 214

as the line from (2) to (8).  It is my understanding that ComEd allocates the aggregate 215

revenue requirements of the transmission portion of the delivery system (both 216

transmission lines and transmission substations) by the coincident peak contribution of 217

each retail delivery customer class.  Again, I understand that the allocation of these costs 218

is not at issue in the present case.219

220
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Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 3 from your direct testimony 221

(“Distribution Substation Facilities”) and where those facilities would fall on the 222

pictorial and ComEd Ex. 34.1.223

A: Distribution Substation Facilities are the facilities that are depicted in the center of the 224

ComEd pictorial and labeled “Transmission Substation,” and transform power and energy 225

from a transmission voltage (345, 138, and/or 69 kV) to a distribution primary voltage 226

(34, 12, and 4 kV).  (See Diagram 1 below.)  These substations are shown on the loss 227

diagram as boxes (3) and (8); I understand that substation facilities transforming between 228

two distribution primary voltages, but not on the ComEd pictorial, are also included in 229

distribution substation facilities as boxes (5), (6) and (11).230

Diagram 1 - Distribution Substation Facilities231

232

233
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Q; How does ComEd allocate the costs of Category 3 assets, and how would you 234

recommend allocating those costs?235

A. ComEd originally allocated the aggregate revenue requirements of distribution 236

substations to the retail delivery customer classes on a coincident peak contribution basis, 237

but now proposes to allocate on an NCP basis.  (Compare ComEd Ex. 16.0R, at 29:543-238

544 with ComEd Ex. 50.0, Garcia Rebuttal at 5:110-115.)  ComEd’s current NCP 239

proposal is appropriate because the localized peak of any individual distribution 240

substation -- which drives the costs in this category -- may differ significantly in time and 241

amount from the substation’s load’s contribution to the coincident system peak.  242

ComEd’s revision to this allocator is significant, insofar as it is a recognition by ComEd 243

that assets should be allocated using allocators that reflect actual system design and 244

operation.245

246

Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 4 from your direct testimony (“Primary 247

Distribution Lines”) and where those facilities would fall on the pictorial and 248

ComEd Ex. 34.1.249

A. These facilities are depicted as overhead lines in the center row of the ComEd pictorial 250

and as underground lines in the lowest row of the ComEd pictorial.  (See Diagram 2 251

below.)  Given the simplicity of the 1967 diagram, it does not specifically show single-252

phase overhead or underground lines as distinct from three-phase or two-phase lines.  253

Primary distribution lines are shown on the loss diagram between boxes as noted:   254

 34 kV lines: (3)-(4); (4)-(5), (4)-(6),  (4)-(7); 255

 12 kV lines/circuits/feeders: (5)-(10), (8)-(9), (8)-(10), (8)-(13), (9)-(11) ; (6)-256

(16); (8)-(9), (8)-(13), (13)-(14); and 257
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 4 kV feeders: (6)-(16), (11)-(16).  258

Looking specifically at ComEd Ex. 34.1, it becomes clear that many of the lines 259

representing power lines of certain grades are connecting boxes that are not associated 260

with provision of electricity to the Extra Large Load customer class.261

Diagram 2 - Primary Distribution Lines262

263

264

265

Q; How does ComEd allocate the costs of Category 4 assets, and how should those costs 266

be allocated?267

A. ComEd originally proposed allocation of the aggregate revenue requirements of primary 268

distribution lines to the retail delivery customer classes on the basis of coincident peak 269

contribution (ComEd Ex. 16.0R, at 29:543-544), but as noted above for substations, the 270

loads driving the need for primary distribution lines differ significantly in time and 271
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amount from the coincident peak.  ComEd now has proposed to allocate these costs based 272

on the non-coincident peak share of each customer class, and then within the class to the 273

NCP of the customers.  (See ComEd Ex. 50.0, Garcia Rebuttal at 5:110-115.).  As noted 274

in my direct testimony, it is not appropriate to allocate among the customer classes the 275

aggregate revenue requirement associated with the primary distribution lines based solely 276

upon NCP peak contribution.  (See REACT Ex. 3.0 at 14:340-17:413.)  However, after 277

adjustments to achieve a proper class allocation of primary distribution lines revenue 278

requirements, it is reasonable to allocate the primary distribution line revenue 279

requirement by non-coincident customer peak contribution within the class.  280

281

Q. Why is it inappropriate to solely use the NCP to allocate costs associated with 282

distribution lines among the classes?283

A. As explained in my direct testimony, the class should only pay for assets that the class 284

uses, in some reasonable proportion to the use of those assets by the class.  As a result, 285

some primary distribution line plant, such as single phase line sections, should be 286

predominantly allocated to customer classes which are the primary users of single-phase 287

service.  Or, phrased another way, these distribution line assets should only be allocated 288

to the Extra Large Load class in the very small proportion by which they are used to 289

serve the demand of that class.  The larger demand customer classes, especially the Extra 290

Large Load class, are served for Standard Service primarily by three-phase distribution 291

lines; the current NCP-based allocation dwarfs the proportion of single-phase line 292

sections used by the Extra Large Load customer class.  The Extra Large Load customer 293

class should not be unfairly burdened with carrying the amount of single phase primary 294
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conductor revenue requirements assigned based solely from its class contribution to NCP, 295

because that does not accurately reflect the way in which these assets are used to provide 296

service.  297

298

Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 5 from your direct testimony 299

(“Distribution Transformers”) and where those facilities would fall on the pictorial 300

and ComEd Ex. 34.1.301

A. These facilities are depicted, for overhead lines, as “transformer” and as “electric service 302

station-pole type” on the “distribution lines” portion of the middle line of the ComEd 303

pictorial.  The pictorial does not reflect that, in reality, the “transformer” is a “community 304

transformer” on public property, easement or ComEd right-of-way, while the “electric 305

service station” (“ESS”) is on customer property only serving that customer.  As 306

discussed in my direct testimony, service by ESS is the primary way ComEd provides 307

Standard Service to the Extra Large Load customer class.  (See REACT 3.0C at 17:421-308

427.)  For underground distribution lines, the pictorial depicts distribution transformers 309

on the bottom row as “transformer” serving a residence, “network center” serving a 310

commercial or apartment building, as indoor (effectively underground) distribution 311

within an all-electric high-rise, as an “electric service station-ground type” at a 312

commercial or industrial customer, and as a “railway substation” for the railroad class.  313

Distribution transformers are shown as boxes (7), (12), (17) and (18) on the loss diagram; 314

there is no specific 12 kV or 4 kV ESS box, but functionally they are similar to (17).  315

316
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Q; How does ComEd allocate the costs of Category 5 assets, and how would you 317

recommend allocating those costs?318

A. To the extent that any customer is served by distribution transformer assets in excess of 319

that customer’s Standard Service, Rider NS assures that distribution transformer revenue 320

requirements for transformer assets in excess of Standard are paid for directly by the 321

customer.  Consequently, the transformer revenue requirement in the retail delivery tariff 322

is that associated with the Standard transformation.  (See REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd 323

Response to REACT 6.01 (confirming that assets paid for under Rider NS are not part of 324

rate base).)  The aggregate distribution transformer revenue requirements are allocated to 325

each retail customer class based upon the class NCP, and to individual customers within 326

the class based upon the customer’s NCP.  Because Rider NS deals with the incremental 327

revenue requirement due to non-Standard Service, I concur with this allocation approach 328

for distribution transformer plant in the original ComEd rate proposal (ComEd Ex. 16.0R 329

at 29:543-544).  Customers who receive direct primary voltage service with no ComEd-330

owned transformation should receive a credit for avoided transformation revenue 331

requirements.332

333

Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 6 from your direct testimony 334

(“Distribution Secondary Lines”) and where those facilities would fall on the 335

pictorial and ComEd Ex. 34.1.336

A. These facilities are not depicted in the ComEd pictorial, but are depicted as boxes 15 and 337

19 in Ex. 34.1.  They are used to serve multiple customers from a community transformer 338

installation who are too far away for a secondary voltage service connection directly from 339
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that transformer installation; distribution secondary lines normally do not extend more 340

than a few hundred feet from the transformer which supplies power to them.  Distribution 341

secondary lines operate at low voltage (typically 120/240 V, 120/208 V, 277/480 V, etc.), 342

and by definition below primary distribution voltages.343

344

Q; How does ComEd allocate the costs of Category 6 assets, and how should those costs 345

be allocated?346

A. The aggregate revenue requirements of secondary distribution lines have been, and in the 347

original ComEd rate proposal were to be, allocated to each class by the class contribution 348

to NCP and within the class by each customer’s NCP.  ComEd’s original approach was 349

entirely inappropriate.  Many of the customer classes have essentially no requirement for 350

distribution secondary lines as part of their service; this is particularly true of the Extra 351

Large Load customer class and the over-10 MW portion of the HV class.  Mr. Alongi, in 352

his rebuttal testimony, appears to now agree that secondary distribution lines should be 353

excluded from the revenue requirements allocated to customers with over 400 kW 354

demand (essentially the Large, Very Large, Extra Large, and presumably HV classes of 355

customers).  (ComEd Ex. 49.0, at 23:514-520.)  It appears Mr. Alongi is moving at least 356

part way toward excluding costs to the Extra Large Load class that it simply did not 357

cause.358

359
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Q. Please explain what constitutes Category 7 from your direct testimony (“Secondary 360

Service Conductors”) and where those facilities would fall on the pictorial and 361

ComEd Ex. 34.1.362

A. These facilities are covered wires or cables, owned by ComEd, and used to connect from 363

a community transformer or distribution secondary line to a customer, and an example is 364

shown in the ComEd pictorial in the middle row of the diagram, as wire, operating at 365

120/240 V, extending from the “transformer” to a residential customer’s house.  (See 366

Diagram 3 below.)  Secondary service conductors are shown in the ComEd Ex. 34.1 loss 367

diagram as the lines from boxes (12), (14), (15), (17), (18) and (19) to the customers (C) 368

below them, at least to the extent that the boxes represent community facilities.  369

Diagram 3 - Secondary Service Conductors370

371

372

However, most very large and extra large load class customers are served by an ESS, 373

such as the “electric service station-pole type” shown in the middle row of the ComEd 374

pictorial.  (See Diagram 2.)  In Diagram 2, “electric service station-pole type” serves an 375

“industrial or commercial customer”.  ComEd’s General Terms and Conditions do not 376
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allow ComEd to own and operate secondary service conductors from a transformer at an 377

electric service to the customer served by that transformer.  (See Original Sheet No. 164.)378

379

Q; How does ComEd allocate the costs of Category 7 assets, and how should those costs 380

be allocated?381

A. It is my understanding that the aggregate revenue requirements of secondary service 382

conductors are allocated to the retail distribution customer classes on the basis of the 383

NCP-SEC (i.e. the NCP for secondary service) loads of each class, and allocated within 384

each class by the secondary NCP loads of the customers within the class.  (ComEd Ex. 385

23.0, at 7:144-149.)  It is entirely inappropriate to use class NCP (and, depending on how 386

it is calculated, NCP-SEC) to allocate secondary service conductor costs between the 387

classes.  The larger customer classes, especially the Extra Large Load class, are served 388

primarily by an ESS and utilize virtually no significant secondary service conductor 389

assets in proportion to their load levels, and should not be unfairly burdened with 390

carrying the share of secondary service conductor revenue requirements derived from 391

their classes’ contribution to NCP demand.   392

393

Q Please review how the largest customer classes receive their service relative to the 394

seven delivery system elements above and the ComEd loss diagram?395

A. The largest load classes (excluding the railroad class) receive their Standard service as 396

follows:397

1. High Voltage class customers (HV) receive their service either at the high voltage 398

level (345 kV to 69 kV) directly as in the “C” attached to box (20), providing their own 399

transformation to internal utilization voltages, or they receive their service through HV 400

lines onto their property and utilize ComEd owned ESS transformers to primary level 401

utilization voltage as in the “C” attached to box (1). 402
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403

2. Extra Large Load class customers (above 10,000 kW demand by definition) 404

receive their power from primary distribution lines, either:405

406

a. directly at the primary distribution line voltage, with the customer using its 407

own transformers, and customer-owned service connections to the customer-408

owned transformers, as in the “C” attached to boxes (4) and (9).409

410

b. through primary voltage distribution line connections to ComEd owned 411

ESS transformers on the customer’s property, with customer-owned service 412

connections from the ComEd owned ESS transformers, as in the “C” attached to 413

boxes (7) and (12).414

Extra Large Load Class customers represent extremely large concentrations of 415

load at a relatively limited number of individual customer property sites.   The 416

relative cost of service per kW delivered for the class as a whole is the most 417

efficient and economical of all the customer classes; typically high-capacity main-418

stem primary distribution lines go directly to the customer property419

420

As is clear from this summary, the over-10 MW High Voltage class and the Extra Large 421

Load class simply do not, as a general matter, use a significant amount of certain assets 422

(such as 12 kV single- and two-phase and 4 kV primary distribution lines) as part of 423

Standard Service, yet ComEd still bills these classes far beyond the proportion of use by 424

the Extra Large Load customer class compared to the use by other customer classes.425

426

Q. What is your conclusion from the discussion of both the elements of service and the 427

relative utilization of those elements of service by the various classes of retail 428

customers?429

A. There are very significant economies of scale in the provision of retail delivery service to 430

the members of the Extra Large Load class of customers, compared to each other 431

customer class.  In other words, the Extra Large Load and largest High Voltage 432

customers use a relatively small proportion of ComEd’s distribution assets for the large 433
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volume of energy that they consume through those assets.  The benefit of those 434

economies of scale and low distribution facility usage are not reflected in the cost435

allocation proposal in Mr. Alongi’s revised direct testimony.  (See, e.g., ComEd Ex. 436

16.0R, at 19:408-24:441, 27:502-29:536 (discussing ComEd rates to Extra Large Load 437

and High Voltage customer classes).)  Likewise, although Mr. Alongi’s rebuttal 438

testimony recognizes that some assets should not be assigned to the Extra Large Load 439

customer class, it fails to fully grasp the level of assets that have been inappropriately 440

allocated to that class.441

442

It is wholly inappropriate to allocate revenue requirements related to primary distribution 443

lines, secondary distribution lines, and secondary service conductors based solely on the 444

NCP contribution of the class, as ComEd has proposed.  In order to accurately reflect cost 445

causation, ComEd needs to take a more refined approach that reasonably allocates the 446

plant in service components in proportion to their predominant use by class.  Only then 447

will ComEd’s allocation become compliant with the requirement in the Act that the retail 448

delivery service rates applied to each class be based on the cost causation by the members 449

of that class. 450

451
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B. ComEd’s Insistence That Certain Assets Should Be Fully452

Included In The Costs Allocated To The Largest Customers Counsels 453

For An Investigation Into What Assets Serve the Extra Large Load Class454

Q. Did you include in your direct testimony recommendations regarding specific 455

categories of assets that should be excluded from the costs assigned to the Extra 456

Large Load customer class?457

A. A. Yes.  I recommended the exclusion of the revenue requirements associated with 458

specific plant categories, including single-phase and two-phase primary distribution lines, 459

certain low-capability three-phase line sections, secondary distribution lines and ComEd 460

owned secondary service conductors from the rates charged to the Extra Large Load class 461

customers.  (See REACT Ex. 3.0C, 18:443-19:459.)  Given that such categories of costs 462

are not associated with providing Standard service to the Extra Large Load customer 463

class, and ComEd’s recovery of non-standard costs under Rider NS, it is inappropriate to 464

assign these categories of costs to the Extra Large Load customers.  IIEC witness Mr. 465

Stowe likewise testified with respect to allocation of the revenue requirements of plant in 466

service involving single-phase and primary distribution circuits.  (See, e.g. IIEC Ex. 3.0 467

at 26:576-590; ComEd Ex. 49.0 at 24:524-535 (describing Mr. Stowe’s analysis) .)468

469

Q. How did Mr. Alongi respond?470

A. Mr. Alongi correctly notes in his rebuttal testimony that Rider NS does not cover off-471

property primary distribution line assets that help to serve smaller-demand non-standard 472

components of the load of Extra Large Load class customers.  (ComEd Ex. 49.0 at 473

26:581-27:610.)474

475
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Q. Do you agree?476

A. It is true that many customers, particularly in the residential and very small commercial 477

and lighting customer classes, receive their single-phase low voltage service from 478

transformers connected to three-phase primary distribution lines (as well as from single-479

phase and two-phase line sections). In preparation of my direct testimony, based on my 480

experience at ComEd as a distribution planning engineer, a distribution design engineer, 481

and as a manager of engineering for various divisions, I considered the revenue 482

requirement impact of such facilities to be de minimis, and did not incorporate them.  The 483

key issue here is that some customer classes make disproportionately higher, and 484

disproportionately lower use of different elements of ComEd’s electric distribution 485

system than is reflected by use of ComEd’s various allocators.  486

487

Because ComEd allocates assets that are not normally used to a significant degree by 488

Extra Large Load class customers for Standard Service on the basis of the NCP loads of 489

each class, the Extra Large Load class pays a disproportionately large share of costs it did 490

not cause.  Based on cost causation principles, as well as my understanding of Illinois law 491

and Commission policy from a non-lawyer’s perspective, the Extra Large Load class --492

like all other classes -- should only pay for the costs they cause.493

494

Q. Is there a way that ComEd could solve this problem?495

A. Yes.  ComEd could solve this problem quite simply by (1) identifying the limited 496

capability assets used to serve the Extra Large Load customer class (as I have described 497

them in my direct testimony and above, which includes, for example, single-phase 12 kV 498
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wires and 4 kV lines); and (2) only charging the Extra Large Load customer class for 499

those components of the limited capability assets used by that class in proportion to the500

use of such assets by that class compared to their use by other customer classes.501

502

Q. Are there principles that should drive ComEd’s analysis of the assets that are used 503

to provide service to the Extra Large Load customer class?504

A. Yes.  Allocation of revenue requirements to a customer class means allocation to the 505

members of the class as a group.  Like any statistical group, there will be differences 506

between the members within the group, though they can be described statistically by 507

some form of normal distribution bell curve.1  The analysis should use as much available 508

customer-specific distribution facilities and cost information as reasonably practical and 509

use simplifying assumptions such as system average unit costs and adders and/or 510

multipliers, as appropriate, to account for those distribution facilities and costs that are 511

not specifically identified or available, but are in fact used in providing service to the 512

class.513

514

Although there are exceptions, the following four (4) rules are generally true, and should 515

be followed in performing the analysis: 516

1. Allocation of single-phase primary distribution line sections should be de 517

minimis.  Single-phase line sections are predominantly used by the single-phase 518

service customers and should be predominantly allocated to those classes 519

(residential, watt-hour, small commercial and lighting), with a minimal allocation 520

to classes including the Extra Large Load and High Voltage classes that covers 521

the actual costs caused that not covered by ComEd Riders.  For single-phase 522

primary distribution line sections, the overwhelming majority of both numbers of 523

                                                          
1 I am not suggesting that the number or type of assets used by the Extra Large Load class is 
represented by a strict normal distribution; rather I only seek to illustrate that outliers can -- and 
in fact do -- exist.  The existence of outliers does not in any way invalidate the analysis.
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customers and kW demands are associated with residential, very small 524

commercial, and lighting loads.  Each of the single-phase line sections are fed 525

ultimately from high capacity three-phase main stem feeders.  In other words, the 526

distribution of number of customers using single-phase wires and total kW 527

demand of those using single phase wires are not reflected by class NCP, and 528

certainly not for the Extra Large Load class.529

2. Allocation of two-phase primary distribution line sections should be de 530

minimis.  For two-phase primary distribution line sections, the overwhelming 531

majority of numbers of customers and kW demands are a combination of 532

customer classes requiring only single-phase service and some customers 533

requiring relatively small kW demand three-phase service specifically at 120/240 534

V, three-phase, four-wire, which can be supplied by two transformers in “open-535

delta” configuration.  Most open-delta three phase customers would be in the 536

small or medium load classes.  Very few open-delta customers would be in the 537

large load class with more than 400 kW demand.  All the two-phase line sections 538

are ultimately fed from high capacity three-phase main stem feeders.  Two-phase 539

line sections are predominantly utilized by the single-phase service customers and 540

customers of the small and medium classes with small, specialized three-phase 541

requirements, and the revenue requirements should be predominantly allocated to 542

those classes, with minimal allocation to classes including the Extra Large Load 543

and High Voltage customer classes to reflect costs that are, once again, not 544

covered by ComEd Riders.  As with single-phase primary distribution line 545

sections, using class NCP vastly overburdens the Extra Large Load class relative 546

to their limited use of these assets.547

3. Allocation of three-phase low capacity line sections should be de minimis.  548

Three-phase low capacity line sections are utilized predominantly by all classes 549

except the Extra Large Load and High Voltage classes, and the revenue 550

requirements should be allocated predominantly to the other classes, and perhaps 551

minimally to the Extra Large Load or High Voltage classes to reflect the non-552

Standard Service use that is not covered by Rider NS, Rider DE, or any other 553

rider.  For low-capacity (in demand-carrying capability) three-phase primary 554

distribution line sections, members of all customer classes up to but not including 555

the Extra Large Load and High Voltage classes make extensive utilization of such 556

low-capability line sections as part of Standard Service.  These low-capability 557

three-phase line sections are ultimately fed from high capacity three-phase main 558

stem feeders.  Once again, use of a class NCP allocator results in cross-559

subsidization of the other classes by the Extra Large Load and High Voltage 560

classes.561

4. Three-phase high capacity main stem feeders should be allocated using class 562

NCP.  Three-phase high capacity main stem feeders are utilized by all (except the 563

High Voltage class) classes in rough proportion to their non-coincident demand, 564

and the revenue requirements derived from such high-capacity three-phase 565

facilities should be allocated on that basis.  That is, for high capacity three-phase 566

main stem feeders, all classes of customers make use of these in proportion to 567
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their NCP contribution.  Thus, using class NCP to allocate these assets is fair and 568

reflects cost causation.569

570

Q. In light of Mr. Alongi’s rebuttal testimony, do you still advocate the “total 571

exclusion” language of your direct testimony with respect to allocation of anything 572

involving primary distribution lines other than high capacity main-stem feeders?573

A. No.  Upon further consideration, although the impact will be small, it appears valid for 574

ComEd to recover certain costs through Rate RDS for facilities used by Extra Large Load 575

class customers that I did not previously consider part of Standard Service.  However, 576

Mr. Alongi’s rebuttal testimony just highlights the very fact that is the centerpiece of 577

REACT’s message -- that is, that ComEd should actually provide information (or do a 578

study if it does not have the information) to determine which classes of customers use 579

which facilities, and to what degree they use those facilities.  580

581

In other words, to the extent that the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load customer 582

class deviate from those used to provide Standard Service to the class or are used to 583

provide non-standard service and not recovered under Rider NS or another rider, those 584

assets should be identified with much greater precision than ComEd has presented them 585

in this proceeding.  Mr. Alongi’s rebuttal testimony has led me to understand that in the 586

case of the Extra Large Load Class customers -- with whom my testimony is concerned --587

some off property facilities exist that are not covered by Rider NS.  Whereas I originally 588

recommended for complete exclusion, based on my understanding that some facilities 589

used by the Extra Large Load class customers are not covered under Rider NS, I support 590

recovery through Rate RDS for the class’s fair share of those facilities.  Although I 591
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believe the impact will be small, such facilities used by the Extra Large Load class 592

customers should be considered in the allocation.  This approach is consistent with 593

REACT’s core principal that ComEd has the right to recover all of its prudently-incurred 594

costs, but that it is critical that ComEd recovers those costs only from the customers that 595

cause those costs.  But, of course, Mr. Alongi’s position begs the question of which 596

facilities are used by which customers, which highlights why ComEd should provide that 597

information, as REACT has requested.598

599

Q. How are you suggesting the Extra Large Load customer class should be charged 600

through Rate RDS for assets that have insufficient capacity to provide Standard 601

Service to the class? 602

A. I want to be perfectly clear: Mr. Alongi’s criticism boils down to a concern that some 603

assets that I have identified as having insufficient capacity to provide Standard Service to 604

the Extra Large Load customer class nevertheless may be used for ComEd’s convenience 605

to provide Standard Service to certain class members or may be used to provide non-606

standard service to certain class members, while not being covered by Rider NS.  While 607

this may be a legitimate theoretical concern, ComEd has thusfar refused to provide 608

information about the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load customer class, making it 609

impossible to determine whether this should be a material concern to the Commission as 610

it looks to set cost-based rates.  The Commission should require ComEd to undertake the 611

study necessary to identify those assets that the Extra Large Load customer class uses.  In 612

the absence of such information, based on my experience at ComEd as a distribution 613

planning engineer, a distribution design engineer, and as a manager of engineering 614
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overseeing diverse components of the ComEd system,, I am led to conclude that the 615

impact of adding these costs to the Extra Large Load customer class’s allocation in the 616

proportion to which this class uses these assets would be small, and would be far smaller 617

than ComEd’s current or proposed allocation.618

619

Q. Why would the impact of adding these costs to the Extra Large Load customer 620

class’s allocation in the proportion to which this class uses these assets be small?621

A. It is not unusual for some Extra Large Load Class customers to have additional non-622

standard service connections fed by single-phase, two-phase or 4 kV primary line 623

sections, for a generally quite small proportion of their MKD, for such things as parking 624

lots, emergency lighting, water/sewer pumps, and the like.  However, they generally 625

serve a very small proportion of the Extra Large Load customer’s demand, and result in 626

minimal utilization of the overall single-phase, two-phase or 4 kV primary line sections 627

in the total distribution primary lines asset base compared with the Extra Large Load 628

customer class’s NCP relative to the other classes.629

630

Q. Can you provide an example to illustrate this point?631

A. Yes.  Please refer to ComEd Ex. 49.5.  An Extra Large Load class customer must have a 632

demand in excess of 10,000 kW.  Please envision another point of service in the center of 633

the “U” shape formed by the diagram with a demand of 10,005 kW, connected to the “3-634

Phase Main Line,” representing a service point that is served as the principal point of 635

service to the customer (comparable to the Standard Service point if the customer did not 636

have any non-standard points of service). 637
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638

Further visualize customers A through D instead as points of the service to the same 639

single facility, which happens to be a member of the Extra Large Load customer class.  640

Further assume that, as is true for the vast majority of the class members with multiple 641

service points, A through D represent one “large” (both in terms of voltage and volume of 642

energy delivered) and several smaller points (again, both in terms of voltage and volume 643

of delivery) of non-Standard Service under Rate NS.  The total load depicted in the 644

exhibit is 12,000 kW, with 1995 kW from the non-standard points of service depicted by 645

A through D.  646

647

ComEd must provide for the entire load of the Extra Large Load class customer of 648

12,000 kW.  That means that ComEd must bring high capacity main-stem feeder 649

capability to the customer’s property line.  This is true regardless of whether the customer 650

is receiving Standard Service at a single point of service, or non-standard service at a 651

variety of points of service.  The non-Standard Service smaller delivery points (i.e. A 652

through D) involve minimal primary distribution conductor extensions of small capacity 653

three-phase tap and a single-phase tap off the main stem in the immediate vicinity of the 654

customer’s property.  The most significant primary distribution line plant involved is the 655

main stem feeder or feeders going back from the customer to the distribution substation.  656

Naturally, different Extra Large Load class customers may use somewhat more or 657

somewhat less off-property primary distribution line equipment that would not be 658

suitable for Standard Service. 659

660
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Q. To what degree are single-phase and two-phase primary distribution line sections 661

represented in ComEd’s overall primary voltage distribution system?662

A. In answer to REACT 7.04, ComEd presented the following data:663

a. 1 Phase Miles Overhead 13, 472664

b. 2 Phase Miles Overhead 3,719665

c. 3 Phase Miles Overhead 17,662666

d. 1 Phase Miles Underground 14,484667

e. 2 Phase Miles Underground 1,821668

f. 3 Phase Miles Underground 13,439669

The total miles of primary distribution lines equal 64,597; the total of single and two-670

phase overhead: 17,191; the total of single and two-phase underground: 16,305; the total 671

of all single- and two-phase:  33,496.  Consequently, single- and two-phase primary 672

distribution line facilities represent 33,496 miles out of 64,597 miles, or 51.8% of all 673

primary distribution line miles!674

675

There are at most 57 customers in the Extra Large Load customer class.  If we assume, as 676

an unrealistic extreme, that each of them solely utilizes 5 miles of single- and two-phase 677

line facilities (that are not already covered by Rider NS or another Rider) in addition to 678

the three phase facilities serving their MKD, that would be only 285 miles out of 33,496 679

miles, or 0.85% of the total single- and two-phase facilities; vastly less than the Extra 680

Large Load Class share of NCP demand, which assigns over 3.5 times the costs to these 681

customers when allocated at NCP.  682

683
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Q. How does the fact that the impact would be small impact rate design?684

A. ComEd is charging the Extra Large Load class customers for categories of assets that the 685

class does not use in even close to the proportions to which it is being charged.  Mr. 686

Alongi’s concern could be easily satisfied by ComEd refining its allocation methodology 687

to reasonably reflect the differing levels of utilization of the types of primary distribution 688

line plant as described above.  Mr. Alongi’s testimony simply underscores the need for an 689

evaluation of the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load class.  With such an 690

evaluation, ComEd will be able to determine, to a reasonable level of precision, the non-691

Standard Service assets used to serve class members that are not covered under Rider NS, 692

Rider DE, or other charges, and then allocate those costs to the class.693

694

Q. Does ComEd have the ability to adjust the allocation of revenue requirements to 695

reflect the different degrees to which the Extra Large Load class uses different types 696

of primary distribution line plant?697

A. Absolutely.  ComEd has admitted that it performs thousands of such analyses -- every 698

time a customer requests new or revised service, requests a new meter or meter-related 699

facilities, and whenever there is a service outage, ComEd identifies the particular assets 700

used to serve a customer.  (See REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Response to REACT 6.28.)  701

Further, in the context of this proceeding, ComEd has repeatedly demonstrated its 702

capabilities are well beyond the limits it has asserted in response to REACT’s repeated 703

requests for this information.704

705
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Q. What has ComEd done in this proceeding to suggest that it has the capability to 706

reasonably identify assets used to serve the Extra Large Load customer class?707

A. In ComEd’s description of the methodology used for its primary/secondary study, 708

ComEd examined its plant accounting records, geographic information system records 709

(using, among other systems, CEGIS), customer billing records, meter records, and other 710

sources.  According to its description, ComEd was able to get down, on a detailed, 711

sampling level, to the proportion of utility poles that supported primary conductors, 712

secondary conductors, or a combination of both -- a level of detail that supported my 713

proof of concept conclusion in my direct testimony.  In developing the Exemplar Primary 714

Voltage Distribution customer class (“PVD class”), ComEd was able to, through 715

metering records, determine the metering and related voltage information for each point 716

of service.  In his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Alongi admits that much of the necessary 717

information is already contained in the maps that ComEd maintains: “ComEd’s maps are 718

used on a daily basis by ComEd engineering, operating and construction personnel for a 719

variety of purposes that require the information on ComEd’s maps be an accurate record 720

of the distribution system and the facilities in the field.”  (ComEd Ex. 49.0; 33:737-739.)  721

This is consistent with my experience; ComEd’s maps can be relied upon as a central 722

input to the analysis of the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load customer class.723

724

ComEd also has gone to great lengths in this proceeding to identify the particular assets 725

that are used to serve the Railroad class and to provide Street Lighting Service.  (See 726

ComEd Ex. 16.4R (power flow analysis to Railroad Class customers); ComEd Ex. 16.6R 727

(connections for City of Chicago Dusk to Dawn lighting).)  Unlike for the Extra Large 728
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Load customer class, ComEd has provided specific location and voltage information 729

regarding the assets used to serve both.  (See, e.g., REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Response to 730

CTA 3.04 (referring to CTA 3.04 Attachment 1 (Confidential), one-line diagrams); 731

ComEd Ex. 49.7 and 49.8.)  That level of precision simply has not been provided to the 732

Extra Large Load customer class, but ComEd presents no basis for why it cannot 733

replicate its efforts.  (Compare REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Response to CTA 3.04 with 734

REACT Ex. 6.3, ComEd Response to REACT 6.40 (refusing to identify with specificity 735

4 kV service points for Extra Large Load customer class, or whether such assets were 736

paid for under Rider NS and thus outside of the class revenue requirement).)  737

738

The personnel and data resources of ComEd were adequate to carefully parse the data for 739

the primary/secondary, railroad and street lighting studies; the same data resources and 740

experienced personnel should be adequate to make a reasonable adjustment of the 741

allocation rates of the various different types of primary distribution line facilities to the 742

correct customer classes.  743

744

The issue is whether ComEd is willing take the initiative to develop more accurate 745

allocation, not whether ComEd has the necessary data and competent people to perform 746

such an allocation with respect to the Extra Large Load class.747

748

Q. Should the Commission take any action on this matter?749

A. Yes.  As recommended in my direct testimony, the Commission should compel ComEd 750

to undertake such a study for the Extra Large Load class and then adjust its rates to 751
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reflect the results.  This should be a priority for the Commission, even if it has not been 752

for ComEd, particularly given the magnitude of the increases ComEd has proposed for 753

the Extra Large Load customer class, and the potential dollar impact of ComEd’s 754

proposal.  (See generally Direct and Rebuttal Testimony of REACT witness Fults, 755

REACT Exs. 1.0C and 4.0.)  Without this additional data, it would be wholly 756

inappropriate for the Commission to assign to the Extra Large Load customer class any 757

more than the system-average increase that the Commission determines to be appropriate 758

in this proceeding.759

760

III.761

COMED FALSELY IMPLIES THAT I RECOMMEND762

INDIVIDUALIZED COST OF SERVICE STUDIES AND/OR RATES763

Q. Do you have any initial comments related to Mr. Alongi’s testimony?764

A. Yes.  Mr. Alongi’s rebuttal testimony inaccurately implies that I recommended in my 765

direct testimony that the Commission should compel ComEd to create individual rates 766

and/or individual cost of service studies.  (See ComEd Ex. 49.0, at 28:627-29:650.)  767

768

Q. Was that your recommendation?769

A. No.  I made no such recommendation in my direct testimony and I make no such 770

recommendation in this testimony.  What I do recommend is that the Commission ensure 771

that ComEd’s rates are actually cost based.  Determining if rates are cost based 772

necessitates understanding what costs underlie the rates -- that is, the cost and related 773

revenue requirements of the assets that serve a given rate class.  While the assets used to 774

serve the Extra Large Load class, to some extent, necessarily must consist of the sum of 775

the assets used to serve each of the customers, my focus is on the Extra Large Load 776
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customer class as a whole.  If ComEd cannot explain how the costs that underlie its 777

proposed rates for the Extra Large Load class were caused by that class, ComEd cannot 778

reasonably claim that those rates are cost based.  ComEd should be required to provide 779

accurate and complete information about what those assets are, so that the Commission 780

can actually determine if ComEd’s proposed rates are cost based.  I am in no way 781

advocating individual customer rates or individual cost of service studies.  I am 782

advocating that ComEd, through a study involving statistically valid sampling (to be 783

explained and justified by ComEd), reasonably reflect the degree to which various types 784

of distribution assets are utilized by the Extra-Large Load Class of customers, vis-à-vis 785

other customer classes, in its rates for each class.786

787

Unfortunately, ComEd’s current approach is to make allocations based upon allocators 788

that are not grounded in reality and that disregard well-established cost-causation 789

principles.  In order to accurately reflect cost causation, ComEd needs to take a more 790

refined approach that reasonably allocates the plant in service components in proportion 791

to their predominant use by class.  This is especially true in the case of the Extra Large 792

Load class, where some lower-grade assets -- to the extent they are not covered by Rider 793

NS or for the convenience of ComEd -- may be used to serve this class quite infrequently 794

or to a substantially lesser degree.  Certainly they are used less frequently or to a lesser 795

degree than the allocation under NCP-SEC would dictate.  Only once an additional, more 796

detailed, analysis is undertaken will ComEd’s allocation become compliant with the 797

requirement that its retail delivery service rates applied to each class be based on the 798

costs caused by the members of that class.799
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800

IV.801

WHILE INSTRUCTIVE, THE REAL 802

BENEFIT OF THE PRIMARY/SECONDARY STUDY IS 803

TO PROVE COMED CAN TRACE ASSETS TO THEIR COST CAUSERS804

Q. Did you review any additional testimony beyond ComEd witnesses Mr. Alongi and 805

Mr. Garcia with regard to the primary/secondary split and proposed (or Exemplar) 806

rate classes?807

A. Yes.  I reviewed the direct testimony of IIEC witness Robert R. Stephens with regard to 808

IIEC’s Primary subclass proposal and IIEC’s criticism of ComEd’s Exemplar primary 809

class.810

811

Q. The direct testimony of IIEC witness Mr. Stephens highlights concerns about the 812

proposed development of a PVD Class, including his concern that the proposed 813

primary/secondary split creates an “unnecessary complication”.  Do you agree with 814

Mr. Stephens in this respect?815

A. Yes.  The creation of a PVD class would create an unnecessary complication.  ComEd’s 816

criterion for drawing individual customers into the PVD class is simply the existence of 817

at least one point of service with primary voltage metering and at least one point at which 818

the customer’s utilization voltage is at a primary voltage level, without regard to other 819

aspects of that customer’s service.  The PVD class would include wildly disparate 820

customers from most of the presently existing customer classes -- from 345 kV 821

transmission service connections to a steel melting facility to 4 kV single phase 822

connections to, say, a municipal pump.  The customer would be sucked into the PVD 823
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class even if its predominant service demand point or points of service were not primary 824

metered.  825

826

As explained above, the primary/secondary survey is useful to the extent it proves that 827

ComEd can successfully identify the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load class, and 828

use that information to create a proper allocation.  The confusion cited by Mr. Stephens 829

highlights the limited usefulness of the Primary Exemplar class.830

831

Q. Have you identified any reasons why lumping together all of the customers that 832

ComEd proposes for its Exemplar Primary class would be problematic?833

A. Yes.  The primary reason that the proposed PVD customers should not be lumped 834

together is that the on-site facilities used to serve and points of service themselves would 835

be highly diverse within the Exemplar class.836

837

Q. Would the off-property distribution delivery plant be similar for members of the 838

Exemplar Primary class?839

A. No.  Except for the High Voltage class, the off-property distribution delivery plant (and 840

related revenue requirement) to serve the same customer’s demand (monthly kilowatts 841

delivered) would generally be the same whether the customer had a primary metering 842

point or not, as long as the total demand of the customer at that property was the same.  843

In other words, some of the “Primary” customers would share more in common with their 844

former class than with other members of the Exemplar Primary class.845

846
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Q. Please explain your answer.847

A. ComEd has the obligation to provide for a customer’s maximum demand (“MKD”) at the 848

customer’s property, whether the customer is receiving standard service or has non-849

standard service requirements for which that customer pays incremental revenue 850

requirements under Rider NS.  The off property facilities, from the bulk power system, 851

through the transmission voltage delivery system, through the transmission and 852

distribution substations and through the primary distribution system may well be the 853

same (or at least highly similar).  This similarity is without regard to whether:854

1. The customer takes a three-phase primary voltage as his utilization voltage (and 855

either uses it directly or provides his own transformation(s) to lower voltages); 856

2. ComEd provides a step down from 34 kV or 12 kV primary distribution lines to 857

2160/3740 V utilization voltage; or 858

3. ComEd provides step down from 34 kV or 12 kV or 4 kV to a secondary level 859

utilization voltage (120 to 480 V).  860

Instead, as discussed above, it is the on-site use of primary or secondary metering, or 861

transformation to a lower primary voltage, or transformation to a secondary voltage that 862

makes the power and energy delivered suitable for the customer on the customer’s 863

property.864

865

Q. The discussion above appears to focus on larger customers; what about the 866

customer classes with lower demand, such as residential or small commercial who 867

may fall under the definition of “Primary?”868

A. In the case of low-demand customers that may be fed from community transformer 869

facilities on public or ComEd right of way or via secondary voltage distribution lines and 870

secondary voltage ComEd-owned service connections, ComEd must still bring the 871
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primary voltage facilities described above either adjacent to the customer or within a few 872

hundred feet if the supply is from community secondary voltage lines.873

874

In other words, regardless of whether the customer is large or small, residential, 875

commercial, or industrial, ComEd must bring primary voltage conductors to, or very 876

close to, the customer’s property.  Based on the customer’s demand and specific 877

requirements (standard or non-standard), the off-site primary voltage circuit capability 878

must be there. 879

880

Q. What is your conclusion with respect to the PVD class?881

A. The Commission’s Special Investigation Order (ICC Docket No. 08-0532) called on 882

ComEd to distinguish between primary and secondary distribution costs.  My 883

interpretation of this directive is that the Commission intended ComEd to separately 884

determine how primary distribution facilities costs and secondary distribution 885

facilities costs impact each customer class separately, requiring ComEd to adjust 886

class rates accordingly.  The PVD class concept evades the responsibility to separately 887

address primary and secondary facilities costs and their related revenue requirements as 888

they should impact each rate class separately.  All rate classes that do not have primary 889

voltage metering and have a primary level utilization voltage are lumped together in the 890

PVD class, without having their primary and secondary cost responsibilities established 891

independently, class-by-class..  The same thing is true of the customers not included in 892

the PVD class -- they are also lumped together without having their primary and 893

secondary cost responsibilities established independently, class-by-class.894
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895

Q. Has ComEd undertaken any studies that could provide the basis for the type of cost 896

allocation method that would be appropriate? 897

A. Yes.  As I have stated before, the primary/secondary study provides an adequate proof of 898

concept.  Mr. Alongi describes primary and secondary distribution facilities in his 899

Revised Supplemental Direct testimony as follows:  900

Primary distribution facilities include wire, cable, attachments portions of poles, 901

and conduit used to distribute electricity at a primary voltage (i.e., at or above 902

4kV phase-to-phase but below 69 kV phase-to-phase).  Secondary distribution 903

facilities include wire, cable, attachments, portions of poles, and conduit used to 904

distribute electricity at a secondary voltage (i.e., below 4 kV phase-to-phase), 905

which on ComEd’s system is at or below 480 volts. 906

(ComEd Ex. 21.0R at 3:71-4:76.)907

908

Q. How should ComEd be required to address the issue of the differences between 909

primary and secondary costs? 910

A. The best way to achieve the Commission’s objective of separately addressing primary 911

versus secondary distribution costs would be for the Commission to specifically require 912

ComEd to:913

1. Determine, by a reasonable sampling methodology, which elements of primary 914

distribution facilities (three-phase, two-phase, single-phase, high-capacity vs. low 915

capacity conductors, etc.) and in what approximate proportions, those facilities 916

are utilized by each customer class, and assign the related proportional revenue 917

requirements to each class.918

2. Allocate distribution transformer costs and related revenue requirements to each 919

class in proportion to use; a customer that receives a direct primary utilization 920

voltage at a point of service with no ComEd transformation should get a credit for 921

the avoided distribution transformer revenue requirement.  922

3. Determine, by a reasonable sampling methodology, what elements of secondary 923

distribution facilities (secondary distribution lines, secondary service conductors, 924

etc.) and in what approximate proportions, those facilities are utilized by each 925
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customer class, and assign the related proportional revenue requirements to each 926

class.  Certainly, ComEd should cease using solely class NCP as an allocation 927

method when it has provided no evidence that the classes use these assets in that 928

proportion.929

The revenue requirements thus assigned on a class-by-class basis can then be summed 930

and allocated within the class by the appropriate coincident or non-coincident peak 931

contribution.  The resulting rates would substantially more accurately reflect the differing 932

class-by-class costs that drive their respective revenue requirements.  This approach more 933

nearly achieves the objective of the Commission’s Investigative Order, and would be 934

entirely consistent with the analysis necessary to identify the assets used to serve the 935

Extra Large Load customer class.936

937

V.938

CONCLUSIONS939

Q. Please summarize the conclusions and recommendations on Rebuttal.940

A. The Commission should draw three (3) conclusions based upon this rebuttal testimony:941

 First, the allocators in ComEd’s ECOSS are fundamentally flawed.  It is 942

apparent that ComEd has assigned to the Extra Large Load customer class certain 943

categories of assets that this class either does not use or uses at a level much lower 944

than suggested by ComEd’s use of a NCP allocator.  The Extra Large Load and 945

High Voltage classes’ allocations for certain assets are vastly disproportionate to 946

their use of those assets.947

 Second, the Commission should order ComEd to perform a study to analyze 948

the assets used to provide service to the Extra Large Load customer class.  It 949

is imperative that the Commission compel ComEd to undertake a study of the 950

assets used to serve the Extra Large Load class, and design rates based on the 951

class’s fair share of the assets that the class actually uses.  While some “limited 952

capability” assets are used to serve Extra Large Load class customers that are not 953

recovered under Rider NS or other mechanisms, the study should identify those 954

assets and allocate to the Extra Large Load customer class only its fair share of 955

those “limited capability” assets.  ComEd has the capabilities to perform such an 956

analysis, but repeatedly has refused to undertake such a study.  Unless and until 957

such a study is completed, ComEd’s rates will not comply with the requirement 958
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that its rates be cost-based.  As a result, to the extent the Commission assigns any 959

rate increase to the Extra Large Load customer class, it should be no greater than 960

the system-average increase that the Commission approves in this proceeding.961

 Finally, ComEd’s Exemplar Primary Rate Class Should Be Rejected  962

Although of no value to design a separate rate, ComEd’s primary/secondary split 963

study provides sound proof that ComEd can complete the recommended study.964

965

Q. Does this complete your testimony?966

A. Yes.967


